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Abstract
The present article aims to subject two recent works, which attempt to argue for an
interpretation of Confucian epistemology as akin to standpoint epistemology, to critical
scrutiny. These works are by Karyn Lai and Kevin DeLapp, respectively. This is
achieved by looking at a classic study by Christoph Harbsmeier, Science and
Civilization in China Volume VII Part 1, and then showing that logical practices in
early China, including those displayed in the Mengzi 孟子 and Lunyu 論語, run contrary
to commitments that both Lai and DeLapp attribute to Confucian epistemology. On
the basis of this observation, I conclude that Confucianism is not as similar to or as
useful for standpoint theories as Lai and DeLapp maintain. While a detailed analysis
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[I]n discourse which is designed to persuade, there is nothing fundamentally
alien to us in either logic or in the rhetoric. One learns to distrust any
interpretation which credits the Chinese with too obvious a fallacy. The
concepts are different, perhaps even the categories behind them, but the
implicit logic is the same.1
— A.C. Graham

1. Introduction
The present essay looks at two recent efforts to compare feminist standpoint
epistemology with early Confucian epistemology, and then attempts to
problematize these accounts vis-à-vis Christoph Harbsmeier’s magisterial
Science and Civilization in China Volume VII Part 1 (henceforth S&CVII:1).
Certain works are deemed dated while others are deemed perennially
citable. The Disputers of the Tao and A Daoist Theory of Chinese Thought
are both old yet routinely cited, and are thereby (rightly or wrongly) deemed
perennially citable. Harbsmeier’s more recent contribution to Needham’s epic
Science and Civilization in China, on the other hand, is not even cited in
the Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy entry on Chinese epistemology
(which, needless to say, cites the aforementioned Graham and Hansen
volumes).2 If this is because Harbsmeier’s work is (at least implicitly)
deemed too dated, then this is a terrible mistake. In the present essay I want
to suggest that recent attempts to compare early Chinese epistemology to
feminist standpoint epistemology suffer because they ignore the insights of
S&CVII:1. To this end, I’ll hone in on works by Karyn Lai (2016) and Kevin
DeLapp (2016) vis-à-vis S&CVII:1.
To be clear, Harbsmeier, unlike Lai and DeLapp, is not concerned with
comparing early Confucian epistemology to feminist standpoint theory.
Instead, in S&CVII:1 he is interested in the topics of language and logic
in early China. However, Lai’s, DeLapp’s, and Harbsmeier’s projects overlap
1
2

Graham, Studies in Chinese Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 2.
Alexus McLeod’s recent book on truth in China also neglects Harbsmeier, as Van Norden
rightfully pointed out in his review of the work: “The preceding doctrines have become
something like the consensus among informed scholars of Chinese thought. See, for example,
Graham, Disputers of the Tao (La Salle, IL: Open Court Press, 1989), especially Appendix
2; Graham, Later Mohist Logic, Ethics, and Science; Van Norden, Virtue Ethics and
Consequentialism in Early Chinese Philosophy, 1-23, 361-380; and Harbsmeier, Language
and Logic. (A surprising omission in this book is that no works by Harbsmeier are cited.)”
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in the sphere of early Confucian epistemology, where Harbsmeier presents
a picture that runs contrary to those painted by Lai and DeLapp. Thus, the
cross-purposes between DeLapp and Lai, and Harbsmeier are of little
consequence for the present inquiry, as it is specifically claims regarding
the epistemological commitments of early Confucians that interest me here.
One might be disappointed that the following does not more specifically
prioritise my take on the sexism of Confucianism, given that it addresses two
authors who are explicitly contending with that topic. Nevertheless, to be
explicitly clear, I hope to show that early Confucianism has little to do with
standpoint theory as presented by Lai and DeLapp, on the basis of arguments
in S&CVII:1. My treatment of Lai and DeLapp is swift, as my intention is
only to put their key claims on the table. These are the claims that run contrary
to S&CVII:1. Again, to be explicitly clear, the present article is not aiming to
provide a detailed analysis of Lai’s and DeLapp’s views, but is instead looking
to problematize their main claims, and on the basis of this problematization to
show the positive value of some of Harbsmeier’s findings.

2. Karyn Lai
Lai is concerned with three “angles” of looking at standpoint theories
vis-à-vis other epistemic theories, namely, (1) “conceptions of knowledge,”
(2) “the production of knowledge,” and (3) “knowers and epistemic agency,”
and contends that a Confucian account of reliability can contribute to all
three angles (2016, 101). The following chart summarizes her account of
these three angles as conceived in standpoint theories, as well as what she
terms “Anglo-analytic” theories.
Angles

Standpoint theories

(1) conceptions (a) focused on the agent
of knowledge knowing; (b) focused on
knowledge in action;
(c) knowledge is value-laden

“Anglo-analytic” theories
(a) focused on the thing known,
while disregarding the agent
doing the knowing; (b) focused
on theoretical knowledge; (c)
knowledge is value-free
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(2) the production (a) knowledge is situationof knowledge dependent, and
(b) knowledge is produced
in these situations

(a) knowledge is situationindependent, while
(b) knowledge is discovered,
not produced

(3) knowers and (a) embodied knowing subjects; (a) disembodied knowing subjects;
epistemic agency (b) plurality of knowing voices (b) singularity of knowing voices
The main takeaway of the preceding chart is that agent- and value- neutral
knowledge is denied by standpoint theorists. In short, these theorists advocate
agent- and value- dependency while “Anglo-analytic” philosophers advocate
agent- and value- neutrality, or so we are told. Lai then claims that standpoint
theorists seek “procedural objectivity” as a criterion for epistemic justification
while “Anglo-analytic” philosophers seek “metaphysically-based” objectivity
(2016, 106). The former seek doing things reliably, while the latter seek facts.
As will become apparent in the analysis of S&CVII:1 below, this distinction
is too simplistic.
Setting these concerns aside at present, Lai asserts that there are certain
risks of standpoint theories leading to “epistemic solipsism or subjectivism”
(2016, 105, 115-123), as these theories forego common epistemic criteria
for preventing such a slide. She claims that Confucianism has resources to
remove these risks. How? Lai asserts that Confucians are concerned with
learning “cultural forms” (wen 文) and “behavioural propriety” (li 禮), and
that “knowing” (zhi 知) for the Confucian predominantly entails “reliably”
(xin 信) “putting into practice” (xing 行) what one has learned (2016,
107-110). The risk of “epistemic solipsism or subjectivism” is averted
because this all takes place on the level of the community performing its
various ritually ordained (but by no means ossified) cultural forms, rather
than on the level of the individual (2016, 111-114). In this picture, then,
the main epistemological question is whether an epistemic agent within this
larger societal context is “reliable” (xin 信) across (“longitudinally”) various
“episodes” of performing his or her various ritually ordained (but, again, by
no means ossified) cultural forms (Lai 2016, 120).
The main problem with Lai’s discussion, as I see it, is that it takes agentand value- dependency versus agent- and value- neutrality to be a difference
in kind rather than a difference in degree. Almost nobody acknowledges
purely agent- and value- neutral knowledge to be possible, but that does not
delegitimise the desire to have a higher degree of agent- and value- neutrality.
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If the choice were simply between pure agent- and value- neutrality versus
agent- and value- dependency, then one must favour the latter as the former
is impossible. But that is a false choice, and it is the false choice that Lai
appears to present to us. The choice is actually between a highly agent- and
value- dependent epistemology (i.e. Lai’s vision of Confucian epistemology)
versus various less agent- and value- dependent epistemologies, i.e., a
difference in degree, not in kind. As we shall see from S&CVII:1 below,
early Confucians were in fact frequently concerned with agent- and valueneutrality in substantiating their various claims, whether in using implicit
logical rules of inference and implication, or in appealing to the past.

3. Kevin DeLapp
Like Lai, DeLapp maintains that early Confucianism can serve as a resource
for feminist epistemologies, particularly standpoint epistemology. In DeLapp’s
article, we get an admirably clear statement of three main theses of feminist
standpoint epistemology.
(1) “The Objectivity Thesis”— standpoint theory is committed to the rejection
of any trans-perspectival or universal standard by which knowledge can
be impartially articulated or justified (DeLapp 2016, 128).
(2) “The Justification Thesis”— in the absence of an impartial or universal
standard, particular situations and experiences can provide their own
sufficient epistemic justification for beliefs formed about those
situations and experiences. . . Being a so-and-so gives you the epistemic
right to say things about other so-and-sos that non-so-and-sos don’t
enjoy (DeLapp 2016, 129).
(3) “The Membership Thesis”— The membership thesis fleshes out the specific
criteria for a relevant situation or experience. First, the sorts of situations
and experiences which are eligible to become proper standpoints must be
collective. A single individual does not get any special justificatory status
qua individual, but only qua being a member of a group. Furthermore, this
collectivity must be politically self-conscious. That is, an assemblage of
people who do not recognize anything in common among them (including
simply the fact that others may have viewed them historically as having
something falsely in common) will not qualify as a “standpoint” in the
relevant sense. This is one reason for differentiating “standpoint” from
“perspective”: a standpoint is aware of itself as such, whereas a mere
perspective need not be self-aware or collective. An individual woman has
a perspective; “women” have a standpoint. Moreover, only those collectivities
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which have faced oppression will qualify as standpoints in the requisite way.
Standpoints are only forged through opposition. The need to fight for the
recognition of being an authority on one’s own identity and experience is
part of what gives that identity and experience a claim to epistemic
justification in the first place—this is one of the “unique abilities of the
oppressed” (DeLapp 2016, 130-131; cf., Lai 2016, 111-114).

The preceding are the aspects of standpoint theory that interest DeLapp;
notice that, unlike with Lai, there is no mention of “procedural” versus
“metaphysically-based” objectivity, nor is there mention of (episodic and/or
longitudinal) “reliability.” Still, DeLapp conceives of standpoint epistemology
as highly agent- and value- dependent insofar as the justification thesis is
concerned, while the justification thesis is controversial at least insofar as it
denies agent- and value- neutrality to certain truth-claims. Which truth-claims
is he presenting as involving agent- and value- dependency? At least those
that involve a “standpoint,” as defined by the membership thesis.
DeLapp has two main worries regarding the simultaneous affirmation
of these three theses. As he takes these theses to be essential aspects of
standpoint theories, any problems with these theses amount to problems with
standpoint theories. First, given the objectivity and membership theses,
justification is merely grounded in the contingencies of perspectives (DeLapp
2016, 132). Second, the membership thesis is grounded in the assumption
that standpoints are uniform, e.g. the womanly standpoint, and thereby entails
a kind of essentialism and false universalism (DeLapp 2016, 133). The
former is termed the problem of “relativity” while the latter is termed the
problem of “false collectivity” (DeLapp 2016, 133). Note that the first
concern is shared with Lai above.
DeLapp argues that Confucian “role epistemology” avoids relativity on
the one hand and avoids false collectivity on the other. Unfortunately, the
details of how these problems are avoided strike me as less clear than the
statements of standpoint theory and its potential shortcomings. Be that as
it may, DeLapp claims that in virtue of faithfully living our roles, we are
epistemically justified in making claims about those roles (DeLapp 2016,
137). DeLapp terms this faithfulness or goodwill “epistemic fidelity” (2016,
140; cf., Lai’s notion of “reliability” above). As one’s roles change, “so too
does epistemic justification change” (DeLapp 2016, 139). As these roles are
concrete and mutable, rather than abstract and immutable, the problem of
false collectivity is sidestepped.
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Relativity, on the other hand, is circumvented insofar as “roles ground
epistemic privilege in something that is insistently concrete in virtue of its
relata being other particular persons, e.g. a specific friend, parent, etc.”
(DeLapp 2016, 144). I must confess that I do not see (a) how insistent
concreteness mitigates relativism or (b) how insistent concreteness is not
itself already something supposed by standpoint theorists. Perhaps the claim
is that, in virtue of faithfully living one’s roles, in fact being constituted
by one’s roles, epistemic authority is thereby conferred onto the person living
those roles regarding those roles? For example, that is what the following
seems to suggest.
So, in something similar to how the occupancy of social relations might
supply the meaning of ethical terms by constituting the ethical agent herself,
so too might the occupancy of those social relationships supply the standards
of epistemic justification by constituting the knower (DeLapp 2016, 135).

But that does not seem interestingly distinct from standpoint theory, and
seems subject to the same objections thereto —even if one is “constituted
by” one’s roles, and those roles are “insistently concrete.” Moreover, it is
unclear if DeLapp takes people to only be epistemically justified to make
claims about roles, or if there are other epistemic criteria for other sorts of
knowledge claims. If the former, then DeLapp’s claim is patently false for
reasons given in S&CVII:1 below. If the latter, then role epistemology is
not a terribly illuminating epistemological theory.
In any event, DeLapp’s case has two problems. First, early Confucians
are not, as we shall see from S&CVII:1 below, committed to anything like
the objectivity thesis. Second, like Lai, DeLapp overstates the degree of
agent- and value- dependency supposed by early Confucians.

4. Christoph Harbsmeier
The first and most obvious problem with DeLapp’s and Lai’s articles when
considered in light of S&CVII:1 is that their definitions of early Confucianism
are too narrow. The Confucian lexicographical tradition is frequently
indistinguishable from Aristotle, and, much like the later Mohists, the Confucian
lexicographers were interested in “the systematic clarification of meanings of
words and expressions in the context of a formal description of reality” (Harbsmeier
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1998, 60-62). This lexicographical tradition is, for instance, at odds with both
the objectivity and justification theses in their epistemological commitments. For
an easy refutation of either Lai or DeLapp, this would be a natural place to
turn. But I will henceforth grant their narrow definitions of early Confucianism.
Before proceeding, however, a summary of Harbsmeier’s findings in the field
of historical linguistics regarding logical concepts in Classical Chinese is in order,
as only then can we discuss logical practice and epistemology. I think Lai and
DeLapp are justified in neglecting the lexicographical tradition, insofar as the
lexicographers could be said to play little part in Confucian philosophy qua
philosophy. (However, I do think that neglecting Xunzi is more perplexing, if
not problematic, as I explore in 4.3 below.)
4. 1. Logical Concepts: General Logical Features of Classical Chinese
As the texts under consideration (i.e. Mengzi 孟子, Lunyu 論語, and Xunzi
荀子) are written in Classical Chinese, it would be useful to address the
logical features of the language. The logical features of a language are not
a mere detail, but rather serve as the guidelines for clear thought. If one
does not understand how logical operators are expressed in a given language
then, following Harbsmeier (1981), one cannot be said to understand that
language. For instance, take negatives: the negative bu 不 always negates
a verb or verb phrase, and this is true of all occurrences in the Mengzi and
Lunyu. The negative fei 非, on the other hand, functions as a contrastive
of bu wei 不爲, meaning “(the subject) is by no means correctly classified
by the predicate” (Harbsmeier 1998, 109). If one follows the conclusions
of historical linguists, one can learn many such constant rules governing the
language. Harbsmeier is one such linguist, and his method demands textual
evidence to put forward claims. If the textual evidence undermines a
commonplace claim, e.g. the claim that fei 非 never negates a verb, i.e. the
commonplace claim that fei 非 is a prenominal negative, then so much for
the commonplace claim. In the present essay, the focus is on the implications
of Harbsmeier’s research for Chinese philosophy.
The following chart summarizes the key logical features of the Classical
Chinese language, to serve as a rough-and-ready guide as to how logical
operators are expressed in the language. The chart is a summary of Harbsmeier’s
(1998, 114-120) findings regarding negatives and logical sentence connectives.
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Category

Key examples

Negation
(~p)

bu 不 (“negates a verb or a verbal predicate in a narrative
sentence and always precedes the verb phrase it modifies in the
pattern (subject) bu predicate which we tend to understand
along the lines of ‘(the subject) does not predicate’”); fei 非
(negates the whole predicate in the pattern : (subject) fei
predicate ye 也, which we tend to understand along the lines
of “(the subject) is by no means correctly classified by the
predicate,” where the final particle ye marks the judgemental
mode of the statement”); wei 未 (“‘(temporally:) not yet,
(logically:) not quite” refers to the whole predicate’); fu 弗
(“‘(often contrastively) refuse/fail to . . . (the object)’ always
refers to the whole predicate”)); mo 莫 (“‘none (of the subjects)’
has the subject as its scope”); wusuo 無所 (“lack that-which”
> “‘none (of the objects)’ has as its scope the object of the
verb which it precedes”); wu 無 (“a negative verb ‘to lack, there
are none’”); wu 毋 (“‘make sure that not, don’t!’ Wu is
preverbal. When it precedes a pronoun, it will force this
pronoun into a verbal role”); wu 勿 (“‘avoid to, don’t’ is a
prohibitory negation which includes an object”); wei 微 (“‘if
it were not for, but for’ is restricted to pre-nominal position
and to subordinate position”); fou 否 (“‘such is not the case,
no’ is a sentential negation which functions as a whole sentence
by itself”) (Harbsmeier 1998, 108-111).3

Implication
(p⊃q)

Implication: ze 則 ((general implication:) “whenever p then q”);
ru 如 / ruo 若 ((particular implication:) “if (on a given occasion)
p then q”) (Harbsmeier 1998, 114-116). Counterfactual conditional
sentences: shi 使 / ji 籍 (“shi 使 / ji 籍 p, (ze 則) q,” “if (contrary
to fact) it were the case that p, then q”); wei 微 (“‘if it were not
for, but for’ is restricted to pre-nominal position and to subordinate
position”) (Harbsmeier 1998, 110, 117).

Inference
(p∷q)

p gu 故 / gu yue 故曰 / shi yi 是以 / shi gu 是故 q (“p, therefore q,”
with an “assertive (inferential) force”) (Harbsmeier 1998, 118-119).4

3
4

These are just the commonplace negative terms. See Harbsmeier, Language and Logic,
111-112 for more on the scope of negatives.
Note that “p ze 則 q” (“if p, then q”) has a “non-assertive, hypothetical force,” contrary
to “p gu 故 / gu yue 故曰 / shi yi 是以 / shi gu 是故 q” (Harbsmeier 1998, 118-119).
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Disjunction There are no lexically retrievable terms that correspond to
(p∨q)
declarative “or” or the descriptive “either or” (Harbsmeier
1998, 119). However, fei 非 p ze 則 q (“if not p then q”)
(note: ~ p⊃q∷p∨q) was current (Harbsmeier 1998, 120).
Conjunction “In Classical Chinese nominal conjunction has to be expressed
(p∧q)
by particles like yu 與 “and, with” and ji 及 “and, with,”
whereas sentential conjunction is expressed either (as in
English) by simple collocation of the co-ordinate sentences,
or by particles like er 而 “but, and then, and thus””
(Harbsmeier 1998, 120).
Much like logical concepts in English, usage can occasionally become
slippery in natural language, but the ability to understand the subtleties of
the linguistic data vis-à-vis the logical connectives and negatives expressed
therein is essential to understanding Chinese philosophy. The logical rules
governing the use of negatives in Classical Chinese are highly if not purely
logical, contrary to familiar Western languages.
In modern French we say on ne le voit nulle part, and this evidently does
not make the French illogical people. On the contrary, I remember that
I have heard it said that French is a very logical language. If that is so,
Classical Chinese seems to be more logical still when it comes to negation
. . . . There certainly are no sayings in Chinese that on the face of it commit
such inexactitudes of logical articulation as we find in the saying “all that
glitters is not gold,” which does not improve when one translates it into
French: tout ce qui brille n’est pas d’or. As if gold did not glitter! One
can easily imagine a Chinese scholar writing a treatise wondering about
what it does to the mind when one is condemned to think in an exotic
Far-Western language, like English or French, that involves such muddle
surrounding negation. How, the Chinese may wonder, do they keep their
negated thoughts straight? (Harbsmeier 1998, 112).

Beyond negatives and logical sentence connectives, quantifiers also play an
important role in understanding the logical concepts of a given language.
In Classical Chinese, all of the logical patterns that involve quantification
can be expressed.
∀x(Px)∷x jie 皆 P ye 也
~∃x(Px)∷∀x(~Px)∷x mo 莫 P ye 也
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∃x(Px)∷x huo 或 P ye 也
~∀x(Px)∷∃x(~Px)∷x huo fei 或非 P ye 也
As with negations, there are many non-synonymous universal quantifiers in
Classical Chinese, with the most basic in the following chart (see Harbsmeier
1998, 121ff).
Universal
Quantifier Meaning
(∀x)
jie 皆

A jie 皆B = All A’s are B

ge 各

A ge 各 = of A’s each is B

jian 兼

A jian 兼 B = A’s are all B

fan 凡

“[1] ‘all’ refers indiscriminately to all objects, never to the
subjects . . . . [2] ‘speaking generally of’ is limited to whole
subjects or topics of sentences and it cannot be used to
quantify an embedded noun” (Harbsmeier 1998, 123).

bian 遍

“‘all’ refers indiscriminately to all objects wherever they may
be in relation to the speaker, and never to the subjects”
(Harbsmeier 1998, 122).

zhou 周

“all objects universally” (Harbsmeier 1998, 122).

jin 盡

“‘the whole lot’ . . . ‘exhaustively’ refers to the object, unless
that object is unquantifiable” (Harbsmeier 1998, 122).

mo 莫 (used
periphrastic
ally), wu bu
無不 , and
wu fei 無非

“Universal quantification can be expressed periphrastically. We
find the combinations ‘none not (mo bu 莫不),’ ‘none is not
(mo fei 莫非),’ ‘there is none who not (wu bu 無不),’ [and]
‘there is none who is not (wu fei 無非).’ These again are
syntactically distinct. Mo fei, mo bu, and wu fei invariably refer
to the subject, while wu bu may refer to the object . . . .In the
pattern SUBJECT NONE (mo 莫) VERB OBJECT the negative
universal quantifier ‘none (mo)’ will always refer to the subject
so that we have to translate the pattern as ‘none of the subjects
verb the objects.’… Note that mo unlike English ‘no’ cannot
precede the noun it quantifies and is thus not an ‘adjectival’
modifier in any sense at all” (Harbsmeier 1998, 122-123).

zhu 諸

“‘all the (members of a definite set)’ . . . do[es] immediately
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precede the nouns [it] modifies” (Harbsmeier 1998, 123).
zhong 眾

“‘the whole crowd of’ . . . do[es] immediately precede the
nouns [it] modifies” (Harbsmeier 1998, 123).

qun 群

“‘the whole flock of’ do[es] immediately precede the nouns
[it] modifies” (Harbsmeier 1998, 123).

As with negatives, these non-synonymous quantifiers reveal a lot about the
semantic content of the words surrounding them in a given sentence, in
addition to their syntactic function as logical quantifiers. Not being clear about
these concepts seems to preclude a clear understanding of their implementation
in the early Confucian corpus. Imagine, for instance, an English speaker who
was not clear about such syntactic categories as manifested in the English
language. Such a person would hardly be considered fluent in English, not
to mention English-language philosophical literature.
With the negatives, logical connectives, and quantifiers in place, we can
now proceed to analyse arguments in the Lunyu and Mengzi to see if they
corroborate or refute Lai’s and DeLapp’s aforementioned claims. That is,
the early Confucians had the right linguistic tools at their disposal, but did
they utilize them with an eye toward making arguments that hold in a
universal manner, and with a high degree of agent- and value- neutrality?
It is important that one understands the nature of the foregoing. The
logical patterns found in the syntax of the Classical Chinese language
regarding negatives, connectives, and quantifiers are determined by what was
actually said within the Classical corpus. Harbsmeier has analysed every single
usage of these patterns and his results are publicly available in his TLS,
Thesaurus Linguae Sericae: An Historical and Comparative Encyclopaedia of
Chinese Conceptual Schemes. Of course, Classical Chinese thinkers could
have used their language differently, but the curious fact is that they did not.
Thus, the particularist in epistemology who wants to claim that Classical
Chinese thinkers valued a high degree of agent- and value- dependency, or
that they had no trans-perspectival or universal epistemological criteria,
cannot merely assert that the Classical Chinese were thus and so. The curious
fact is that these thinkers did not wildly deviate from these patterns of
thought, so that things like the transitivity of conditionals (displayed
beautifully, for instance, in Lunyu 13.3) were uniformly assumed. To refute
Harbsmeier’s findings, Lai and DeLapp will have to find counterexamples
within the corpus or else modify their claims. In either event, their
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comparisons with standpoint epistemology are brought into question. Even
if readers are not ultimately convinced by what I argue in the present essay,
hopefully they at least see the need to engage findings in historical
linguistics. After meeting Harbsmeier, I am convinced that Chinese
philosophy, if it is to be done well, leans on the findings of historical
linguistics. My underlying motive is to show others what I have seen, so
that they in turn can show me where I have been blinded or led astray.
While I cannot reproduce the entire Classical Chinese philosophical
corpus in the present article as Harbsmeier has done in TLS, I can provide
illustrative examples from the relevant texts, as I proceed to do in the next
two sections (IV.2 and IV.3).
4. 2. Logical Practice to Epistemology Part I:
Arguments in the Lunyu and Mengzi
With the logical concepts in view, we can begin to discuss their implementation
within the early Confucian corpus. While every argument in these texts cannot
be treated in the present essay, representative passages have been selected
primarily in accordance with S&CVII:1.
Take the following passage from the Lunyu.
2.15 The Master said, “Learning without thought is labour lost; thought
without learning is perilous” (trans. Legge).5

Here we have two conditionals (1) xue er bu si ze wang 學而不思則罔
and (2) si er bu xue ze dai 思而不學則殆. The first is claiming that if (one)
“studies” xue 學 “without thinking” bu si 不思, then (one [Waley] or one’s
labour [Legge]) is “lost” wang 罔. The latter is claiming that if (one) “thinks”
si 思 “without studying” bu xue 不學, then (one is in [Waley] or this is
[Legge]) “danger(ous)” dai 殆. The negative is bu 不 while the implication
is marked by the ze 則 and er 而 functions as a conjunction (see the chart
above in 4.1). As Harbsmeier summarizes regarding material implication:
By writing sentences like “p ze q,” the ancient Chinese established a
relation between different statements p and q about the world. The general
force of ze is that given p one would expect that q. The nature and the
5

Lau, Confucius: The Analects, 14: 子曰: “學而不思則罔, 思而不學則殆.” Cf., Ames and
Rosemont, The Analects of Confucius: “The Master said: “Learning without due reflection
leads to perplexity; reflection without learning leads to perilous circumstances.””
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intensity of this expectation can vary according to context. But by using
the particle ze the ancient Chinese identified what they saw as (more or
less) regular patterns of co-occurrence or concomitance in this world. It
was by establishing such patterns of concomitance that they attempted to
orientate themselves in the welter of appearances and things and to
articulate regularities in the world (1998, 115).

One can go on establishing implicit logical arguments from the passage, but
there are two points I want to draw out, namely that Lunyu 2.15 is a token
of the type of passage that: (1) makes general claims about the way the
world is, and (2) contains implicit logical argumentation about how one
should orient oneself in such a world, given that the world is thus and so.
Neither Lai nor DeLapp cite this passage or other passages of this type.
This is unfortunate, because I would be curious to know how they account
for this type of passage. For instance, if we revisit the chart in section II
above, the general knowledge claims contained in this type of passage smell
more like those on the right side of the chart (“Anglo-analytic” theories)
rather than the left (“standpoint” theories). It is likewise unclear how the
role epistemologist would interpret such passages. As these passages are far
from anomalies, this is most unfortunate.
If one still has doubts regarding Lunyu 2.15, Lunyu 20.3 provides a
necessary condition in the form “unless p, not q,” “Without knowing the force
of words, it is impossible to know men” (trans. Legge).6 As Harbsmeier
summarizes, “Here knowledge is said to be a necessary condition for
knowledge of men,” whereas Lunyu 13.3 shows that, “Early writers were
aware of the transitivity of the relation expressed by this formula” (1998,
115). Notice that ze 則 is used in all of these implicative statements.
If names are not correct, then (ze) speech will not be in accordance with things.
When speech is not in accordance with things, then (ze) tasks are not fulfilled.
When tasks are not fulfilled, then (ze) ritual and music will not flourish. When
ritual and music do not flourish, then (ze) punishments and fines will not be
adequate. When punishments and fines are not adequate, then (ze) the people
have nowhere to seek refuge (trans. Harbsmeier 1998, 115-116).7

6
7

Lau, Confucius: The Analects, 204: 不知言, 無以知人也. Ames and Rosemont, The Analects
of Confucius: “a person who does not understand words has no way of knowing others.”
Lau, Confucius: The Analects, 120: 名不正, 則言不順; 言不順, 則事不成; 事不成, 則禮樂不興;
禮樂不興, 則刑罰不中; 刑罰不中, 則民無所措手足. Compare Legge: “If names be not correct,
language is not in accordance with the truth of things. If language be not in accordance
with the truth of things, affairs cannot be carried on to success. When affairs cannot be
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In this passage (Lunyu 13.3) a conclusion is drawn, with a gu 故 indicating
an inference drawn from the string of implications.
Therefore a superior man considers it necessary that the names he uses
may be spoken appropriately, and also that what he speaks may be carried
out appropriately. What the superior man requires is just that in his words
there may be nothing incorrect (trans. Legge).8

So, again, here there are general claims about the world, and further claims
derived on the basis of these claims. Harbsmeier puts it well, “Arguments do
not have to be explicit to be present” (1998, 268). But, even still, there are
also explicit syllogisms present in the early Confucian corpus beyond Lunyu
13.3. To take but one example, see Zigong’s reply to Confucius in Mengzi
2A2, “Not to tire of learning is wisdom. Not to weary of teaching is
benevolence. Since you are both benevolent and wise you are, by that token,
a sage” (trans. Lau qtd. in Harbsmeier 1998, 280).9 The premise that Confucius
neither tires of learning nor grows weary of teaching is supplied by Confucius
himself in the previous line of the dialogue (Mengzi 2A2).
The presence of implicit and explicit arguments clearly utilizing rules
of inference and implication makes one wonder how such rules are
conceived by Lai and DeLapp. Are they not trans-perspectival? Are they
not universally binding? Do they not hold with a high degree of agent- and
value- neutrality? Even if they are utilized by agents, the rules of inference
and implication get their epistemic force precisely insofar as they hold
universally, independent of the agents who utilize them.
The Mengzi goes a step further than the Lunyu, showing a scientific
sensitivity. See, e.g., Mengzi 4B26:
In talking about human nature people in the world merely appeal to (clever)
reasons (gu). Those who appeal to (clever) reasons (gu) take self-interest

8

9

carried on to success, proprieties and music will not flourish. When proprieties and music
do not flourish, punishments will not be properly awarded. When punishments are not
properly awarded, the people do not know how to move hand or foot.” Ames and Rosemont,
The Analects of Confucius, translate the conditionals as “when p, q” instead of “if p, (then)
q,” but the logic of the ze 則 remains the same.
Lau, Confucius: The Analects, 120: 故君子名之必可言也, 言之必可行也. 君子於其言, 無所苟而
已矣. Cf., Ames and Rosemont, The Analects of Confucius: “Thus, when the exemplary person
puts a name to something, it can certainly be spoken, and when spoken it can certainly
be acted upon. There is nothing careless in the attitude of the exemplary person toward
what is said.”
Lau, Confucius: The Analects: 學不厭, 智也; 教不倦, 仁也. 仁且智, 夫子既聖矣.
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as their basic consideration. What I dislike in clever men is that they bore
their way through. If clever men could act as Yu did in guiding the flood
waters, then there would be nothing to dislike in them. Yu guided the water
by imposing nothing on it that was against its natural tendency. If clever
men can also do this, then great indeed will their cleverness be. In spite
of the height of the heavens and the distance of the heavenly bodies, if
one seeks out the (real) reasons (gu), one can calculate the solstices of
a thousand years hence without stirring from one’s seat (trans. Lau qtd.
in Harbsmeier 1998, 275).10

This “scientifically minded” streak of Mengzi is thoroughly at odds with
Lai’s and DeLapp’s representations of early Confucian epistemology as
discussed above.
Another type of argument, more prevalent in the Mengzi than the Lunyu,
is the thought experiment, the most famous being the child in the well from
Mengzi 2A6 and the beggar example from Mengzi 6A10.11 And then the last
and most obvious form of argument in ancient China is found in appeals to
the past, especially in the Confucian classics, where a freakishly high number
of claims are motivated with reference to the past (see Harbsmeier 1998,
267-268). Famous examples of using past figures as moral exemplars is seen
for example in the famous passage on Boli Xi from Mengzi 5A9.12 The past
is also used as precedent to substantiate claims about the present. In such
appeals to the past, a concern for accuracy is displayed for example by
Confucius in the Lunyu 15.26, while a similar concern regarding historical
accuracy is displayed by Mengzi in Mengzi 5A9 and 7B3.13 These forms of
argument are again thoroughly at odds with Lai’s and DeLapp’s representations
of early Confucian epistemology, as discussed above.

10

11

12
13

Lau, Mencius, 182: 天下之言性也, 則故而已矣. 故者以利爲本. 所惡於智者, 爲其鑿也. 如智者
若禹之行水也, 則無惡於智矣. 禹之行水也, 行其所無事也. 如智者亦行其所無事, 則智亦大矣.
天之高也, 星辰之遠也, 苟求其故, 千歲之日至, 可坐而致也. See Graham, Studies in Chinese
Philosophy and Philosophical Literature, 52-53 for a detailed discussion of this passage.
Cf, Van Norden, Mengzi, 110.
See Van Norden, Introduction to Classical Chinese Philosophy, 88ff for detailed discussion
of these passages. While, as seen above, Harbsmeier deals with counterfactuals, he does
not explicitly address thought experiments as such. Thus, recognition of this last form of
argument owes more to Van Norden than Harbsmeier.
See Van Norden, Introduction to Classical Chinese Philosophy, 92 for detailed discussion
of this passage.
See Van Norden, Virtue Ethics and Consequentialism in Early Chinese Philosophy, I.B.I.
for a helpful discussion of these passages.
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4. 3. Logical Practice to Epistemology Part II:
On “Knowing” in the Xunzi
Curiously, the text that Lai and DeLapp treat the least serves the most to
either refute or confirm their claims. Since it does not fall in either Lai’s
or DeLapp’s delimitation of early Confucianism in their works addressed
above, I limit myself to pointing out that the Xunzi is even more at odds
with their proposals than the Lunyu and Mengzi. Now, in fear that my tone
becomes tyrannical, or worse, that I am being disingenuous by bringing up
an author (Xunzi) who was unaddressed by the authors I am responding to,
let it be clear that I bring up Xunzi only because he wrote expository
philosophical essays explicitly on epistemology. Neither the Mengzi nor the
Lunyu contain expository philosophical essays explicitly on epistemology, yet
Lai’s and DeLapp’s essays concerned early Confucian epistemology. In fact,
neither the Mengzi nor the Lunyu contain expository philosophical essays.
Why would somebody write an essay on early Confucian epistemology
without addressing the early Confucian who clearly and explicitly wrote on
epistemology? I am not being rhetorical: I am truly confused.
Be that as it may, it is worth noting that Xunzi takes practicing (neng
能) virtues and knowing (zhi 知) their forms (li 理) as logically distinct: (e.g.)
“benevolence, righteousness, lawfulness, and correctness have patterns that
can be known and practiced” (trans. Hutton qtd. in Van Norden 2011, 170).14
While ethical cultivation is undoubtedly important for Xunzi, as one does
not want to be a “vulgar scholar” who merely regurgitates what one hears,
nevertheless one should not be anxious to fold the epistemological into the
ethical, and vice versa.
Nevertheless, as far as ethical cultivation is concerned, not to be
conflated with epistemology, Xunzi, as in most domains of inquiry he treats,
stresses the need to retain standards for analogy, with a scale for weighing—
and, in many other examples, straightening—physical objects.
[W]hen men act, it must be on the basis of some scale or standard. If a
balance is not properly adjusted, then heavy objects will go up in the air
and men will suppose they are light, and light objects will sink down so
that men suppose they are heavy. Hence men become deluded as to the
true weight of the objects. Similarly, if men’s standards are not correct,
then misfortune may come in the guise of what they desire, and they will

14

Wang, Xunzi jijie, 443: 仁義法正有可知可能之理.
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take it for good fortune, or good fortune may come in the guise of what
they hate and they will mistake it for misfortune. In this way men become
deluded as to the true nature of bad and good fortune. The Way is the
proper standard for past and present. He who departs from the Way and
makes arbitrary choices on the basis of his own judgment does not
understand wherein fortune and misfortune lie (trans. Watson 2003).15

The constant recurrence of such imagery in the Xunzi strongly suggests the
need for criteria with a high degree of agent- and value- neutrality, to avoid
the confusion that follows from too much agent- and value- dependency.
Moreover, the rituals that serve as the main tool for ethical cultivation are
themselves discussed as, to quote Van Norden (2011, 171), “eternal and
unchangeable,” waiting to be discovered by the sages: (e.g.) “Is not ritual
perfect indeed! It establishes a lofty standard that is the ultimate of its kind,
and none under Heaven can add to or subtract from it” (trans. Hutton qtd.
in Van Norden 2011, 171).16 The former quotes do not bode well for
reducing “knowing” to the ability to practice virtues reliably, while quotes
like the latter threaten the dynamic character of Lai’s and DeLapp’s pictures
of Confucian epistemology. All the same, much more clearly remains to be
said on Xunzi, and these are just very, almost comically brief considerations.
However, anything more is beyond the scope of the present essay, which
explicitly takes Lai’s and DeLapp’s delimitations as they are. The real
concern is that Lai and DeLapp downplay Xunzi in their accounts of early
Confucian epistemology in the relevant essays.

5. Concluding Remarks
Passages like Mengzi 4A17 and Lunyu 11.22 (and, in a different way,
passages like Lunyu 9.3) show beyond a doubt that the early Confucians
(as delimited by Lai and DeLapp) did have a particularist streak,17 but I
believe the foregoing examples from S&CVII:1 indubitably reflect that these
15

16

17

Wang, Xunzi, 430: 人無動而不可以不與權俱. 衡不正, 則重縣於仰而人以爲輕, 輕縣於俛而人
以爲重, 此人所以惑於輕重也. 權不正, 則禍託於欲而人以爲福, 福託於惡而人以爲禍, 此亦人所
以惑於禍福也. 道者, 古今之正權也, 離道而內自擇, 則不知禍福之所託.
Wang , Xunzi, 355-356: 禮豈不至矣哉! 立隆以爲極, 而天下莫之能損益也. There is a sense
in which Xunzi takes ritual forms to be discovered and a sense in which he takes them
to be invented or “produced by conscious activity.” In fact, the latter sense seems to be
the way Xunzi predominately talks about rituals. These two senses need not be in tension
with one another—see Van Norden, Introduction, 168-171 for a detailed discussion.
See Van Norden, Introduction to Classical Chinese Philosophy, 45-46 for a detailed
discussion of particularism vis-à-vis Confucius.
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thinkers also had and employed logical concepts. DeLapp and Lai happily
cite passages that represent the particularist streak, but they fail to cite the
passages that represent the logical streak, including those appeals to the past
and thought experiments which were used as trans-perspectival means of
substantiating claims. The claim has never been that the logical streak is
all there is to early Confucianism (see e.g. Harbsmeier 1998, 265), but that
to completely neglect this logical streak is to misrepresent the tradition. I
hope to have shown that DeLapp’s and Lai’s efforts to compare early
Confucian epistemology to feminist standpoint epistemology misrepresent the
former, making it appear more amenable to the latter.
One strategy for qualifying Lai’s and DeLapp’s theses is to admit that
there are highly agent- and value- neutral tools (e.g. the rules of inference
and implication routinely utilized by Chinese thinkers), but that the apt use
of these tools is itself a sort of knowing-how rather than knowing-that (a
distinction well-worn by Lai). Barry Allen (2015) recently made a similar
argument in a different context,18 a move that leads to a more situational
type of epistemology favourable to Lai and DeLapp, while showing due
respect for the insights of S&CVII:1. The key here is subsuming knowing-that
to knowing-how without denying the high degree of agent- and valueneutrality of certain tools that fall under the guise of knowing-that (again,
e.g. rules of inference and implication). Even this, however, might require
toning down DeLapp’s objectivity thesis. This qualification represents a
weaker version of Lai’s thesis, that early Confucians favoured practise over
theory (Lai 2016, 107-111), but this version ceases to be controversial and
therefore interesting (again, see Allen 2015). In short, while this move makes
Lai’s and DeLapp’s readings truer to the texts, insofar as key claims would
no longer run contrary to the logical practices displayed in the texts, it would
create two new and distinct problems despite its new strengths: namely, (1)
the reading would no longer be original,19 and (2) the reading would have
less to offer standpoint epistemology, as presented by Lai and DeLapp.
■ Submitted: 2018.05.05 / Reviewed: 2018.05.05-2018.07.30 / Confirmed for publication: 2018.07.30

18
19

cf. Harbsmeier, Language and Logic, 247-248.
Again, I have in mind figures like Allen, Vanishing Into Things.
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以何莫邪(Christoph Harbmeister)的
論點否定赖蕴慧(Karyn Lai)
與凯文 ․ 德拉普(Kevin Delapp)
所指出的早期儒家認識論的特性
John R. WILLIAMS

中文摘要
賴蘊慧與凱文․德拉普主張儒家認識論與立場認識論是相同的。這篇文章的目的是
對這兩者進行批判性的審查。首先，我將回顧何莫邪在《中國科學技術史》第七卷第一分
冊的研究 ，借助其論點以分析早期中國的邏輯思考 ，包括 《 孟子 》 與 《 論語 》 中的認識
論。其次，我將指出賴蘊慧與德拉普所認爲的儒家認識論論點與何莫邪背道而馳。以這
個研究爲基礎，得出跟賴蘊慧與德拉普相反的結論：儒家認識論與立場認識論並不相
似。雖然本研究不會詳盡分析賴蘊慧與德拉普的所有觀點，但是希望藉由何莫邪的研
究，能更深入瞭解早期儒家認識論。
關鍵詞：孟子，孔子，荀子，立場認識論，何莫邪(Christoph Harbmeister)，
賴蘊慧(Karyn Lai)，凱文․德拉普(Kevin Delapp)

